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Abstract
Using the tools of q–differential calculus and quantum Lie algebras associated to quan-
tum groups, we find a one–parameter family of q-gauge theories associated to the quantum
group ISOq(3, 1). Although the gauge fields, that is the spin–connection and the vierbeins
are non–commuting objects depending on a deformation parameter, q, it is possible to con-
struct out of them a metric theory which is insensitive to the deformation. The Christoffel
symbols and the Riemann tensor are ordinary commuting objects. Hence it is argued that
torsionless Einstein’s General Relativity is the common invariant sector of a one–parameter
family of deformed gauge theories.
Introduction
The description of general relativity as a gauge theory is a well established result in 2+1
dimensions [1], where in particular it turns out to be a Chern Simons theory associated to
the Poincare´ group ISO(2, 1). This equivalence allows for its extension as a q-gauge theory
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[2] once a deformed Chern–Simons theory is available. This result has been achieved in [3]
where a deformed Chern–Simons action has been found for multi–parametric, minimally de-
formed, quantum groups. In [4] such a theory has been specialized to the case of the quantum
Poincare´ group ISOq(2, 1) [5], yielding a description of 2+1 gravity as a q–gauge theory. The
usual description in terms of dreibeins and spin–connections associated to the Poincare´ group,
ISO(2, 1), is replaced by deformed dreibeins and spin–connections associated to ISOq(2, 1),
which obey nontrivial braiding relations, the limit q=1 corresponding to the usual, undeformed
theory. This yields a one–parameter family of Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms for 2+1
gravity (the parameter being the deformation parameter). The metric tensor, which we need
to recover Einstein’s theory, is constructed as in the undeformed case as a suitable bilinear in
the dreibeins. Then, the one–parameter family of Lagrangian descriptions (including the case
q=1), has a common metric sector, that is to say, all the theories of the family are equivalent
from the point of view of dynamics. To be more specific, though the underlying connection
components are non–commuting objects and parameter dependent, the components of the
metric tensor gµν commute among themselves and the field equations that they satisfy are
formally identical to those of the ordinary theory. Remarkably, the relevant fields of the metric
theory, such as Christoffel symbols and the Riemann tensor, turn out to be ordinary commut-
ing fields having the standard form in term of the deformed metric. This situation is somewhat
analogous to the case of classical fermionic field theories where commuting Dirac currents are
constructed as bilinears in non–commuting fields.
Although the classical dynamics is equivalent to the usual one, that is not the case for the
Hamiltonian formalism. The one parameter family of canonical formalisms associated to the
deformed symmetry yields inequivalent theories. This feature should become significant when
quantizing such theories. However, it must be mentioned that the problem of quantization for
systems exhibiting q–symmetry is quite delicate and we do not know, at the moment, how to
solve it.
In this contribution we will deal with the physically interesting 3+1 dimensional case. The
2 + 1 case described above may be regarded as a toy model to be used as a guide. We will
see that the final result, that is the existence of alternative descriptions for General Relativity
relying on the quantum Poincare´ group is preserved in the 3 + 1 dimensional case [6]. We will
find again a hidden quantum group structure in General Relativity, though this is achieved in
a very non trivial manner. As it is well known, the major difference among the two theories
is that 2+1 gravity may be described by a CS action, namely, as a gauge theory, while 3+1
gravity cannot be formulated as a topological theory. It can be described in terms of gauge
potentials for the Poincare´ group ISO(3, 1), but the action only exhibits an invariance under
the local Lorentz subgroup. Only when we impose the torsion to be zero, is the action invariant
with respect to the whole Poincare´ group. It is torsionless General Relativity which we will
deal with and we will show that there exists a whole one–parameter family of q–gauge theories
associated to the q–Poincare´ group ISOq(3, 1), all having the same metric sector in common,
exactly as for the 2+1 dimensional case. Again, the Christoffel symbols and the Riemann
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tensor, constructed out of non–commuting connection components, are given by the usual
expression in terms of the metric tensor, and they commute with all fields of the theory, hence
being ordinary objects.
It should be stressed that the equivalence not only holds for the pure gravity case, but it
also holds in the presence of matter, provided there are no sources for torsion. (In fact it is only
a non–zero torsion which distinguishes the different classical theories from one another, each
one coupling to a different kind of “exotic” matter.) We finally mention that a one–parameter
family of Hamiltonian formalisms has been developed for the 3+1 dimensional case too. We
will not in this paper be concerned with the canonical formalism. In the 2+1 dimensional case
we refer the reader to [4] while for the 3+1 dimensional case a detailed analysis may be found
in [6].
In section 1 we briefly review the well known formulation of General Relativity as a gauge
theory. In section 2 we first describe the structure of q–deformed gauge theories mainly along
the line of Refs. [2, 3], then we specialize to the q–Poincare´ group and show that the gauge
formulation of Einstein’s General Relativity may be generalized to a one–parameter family of
deformed gauge theories exhibiting local invariance with respect to the quantum Lie algebra
associated to the quantum group ISOq(3, 1). We conclude with brief final remarks.
1 General Relativity as a Gauge Theory
Before discussing the q-Poincare´ theory it is useful to briefly review the description of general
relativity as a Poincare´ group gauge theory, so that the deformation procedure will be better
understood. The Poincare´ group ISO(3, 1) may be parameterized by a Lorentz matrix ℓab and
Lorentz vector za, a, b = 1, ...4. The former satisfies the constraints of the connected Lorentz
group
ℓabℓc
b = ℓbaℓ
b
c = ηac , det ‖ ℓab ‖= 1 , (1.1)
where ηab is the Lorentz metric. The associated Lie algebra is spanned by ten generators Ti,
which we split intoMab (the Lorentz generators) and Pa (the translation generators), satisfying
[Mab,Mcd] = ηacMbd − ηbcMad + ηbdMac − ηadMbc
[Mab, Pc] = −(ηbcPa − ηacPb)
[Pa, Pb] = 0 . (1.2)
On the space of commutative functions generated by ℓab and za (the Lie group manifold), one
can construct the usual differential geometry of Maurer-Cartan forms on the Poincare´ group.
The Maurer-Cartan form can be elevated to connection one form A(x) = AaµTadx
µ, which
may be split into spin connection ω(x) = ωabµ (x)Mabdx
µ and vierbein one form e(x) =
eaµ(x)Padx
µ . The derivative
Dµ = ∂µ +Aµ(x) ≡ ∂µ +Aiµ(x)Ti , (1.3)
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is covariant with respect to infinitesimal gauge transformations of the form
δωabµ = ∂µτ
ab + ωacµ τc
b − ωbcµ τca ,
δecµ = ∂µρ
c + ωcbµ ρb − τ cb ebµ , (1.4)
where the gauge parameters τab = −τ ba and ρa are associated with Lorentz transformations
and translations, respectively.
The field strength tensor, F , given by
F = dA+A2 , (1.5)
may be split into the Lorentz curvature R = Rabµν(x)Mabdxµ ∧ dxν and the torsion T =
1
2T aµν(x)Padxµ ∧ dxν , where
Rabµν = ∂µωabν − ∂νωabµ − [ωµ, ων ]ab
T aµν = ∂µeaν − ∂νeaµ − [ωµ, eν ]a . (1.6)
The dynamics of the theory is determined by a locally Lorentz invariant action
S =
1
4
∫
M
ǫabcdRab ∧ ec ∧ ed (1.7)
which can be put into the Palatini form
S =
1
2
∫
d4x e eµae
ν
bRabµν . (1.8)
Here e ≡ det eaµ and eµa denotes the inverse of the vierbein fields. By taking variations with
respect to the vierbeins and spin–connections we obtain the equations of motion:
eνbRabµν −
1
2
eaµ(e
ρ
ce
ν
bRcbρν) = 0 , T aµν = 0 . (1.9)
To recover Einstein’s theory we have to re-express the Palatini action in terms of the
space–time metric and scalar curvature. The space–time metric is introduced as a bilinear in
the vierbeins
gµν = ηabe
a
µe
b
ν , (1.10)
which is symmetric and invariant with respect to local Lorentz transformations. The Christoffel
symbols Γσµν are then defined by demanding the covariant derivative of the vierbeins to vanish
0 = Dµe
b
ν = ∂µe
b
ν + ω
bc
µ eνc − Γσµνebσ . (1.11)
By multiplying this expression by ηabe
a
ρ, summing over the b index, and symmetrizing with
respect to the space-time indices ν and ρ, we eliminate the spin–connection, getting
0 = ηab[e
a
ρ∂µe
b
ν + e
a
ν∂µe
b
ρ − eaρebσΓσµν − eaνebσΓσµρ] . (1.12)
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Adding to this the equation obtained by switching µ and ν, and subtracting the equation
obtained by replacing indices (µ, ν, ρ) by (ρ, µ, ν), we finally obtain the Christoffel symbols in
the form
2ηabe
a
ρe
b
σΓ
σ
µν = ηab[e
a
ρ(∂µe
b
ν + ∂νe
b
µ) + e
a
ν(∂µe
b
ρ − ∂ρebµ)
+ eaµ(∂νe
b
ρ − ∂ρebν)] (1.13)
or
2gρσΓ
σ
µν = ∂µgρν + ∂νgρµ − ∂ρgνµ . (1.14)
The Riemann tensor is then defined as
R σµνρ vσ = (DµDν − DνDµ)vρ =
− [∂µΓσνρ − ∂νΓσµρ + ΓσµτΓτνρ − ΓσντΓτµρ]vσ , (1.15)
where vµ is an arbitrary covector. Its relation with the Lorentz curvature is then given by:
R τµνρ = −R aµν bebρeτa . (1.16)
Thus it can be checked that the action (1.8) takes the usual Einstein–Hilbert form
S =
1
2
∫
d4x
√−g R (1.17)
where g ≡ det gµν and R is the scalar curvature R = Rνµρµgνρ . The equations of motion now
read
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = 0 , T ρµν = 0 (1.18)
where T aµν = eaρT ρµν .
This discussion can be easily extended to take into account spinless matter. The matter
action has to be added to (1.8), so that the right hand side of the first of equations (1.9) will
be proportional to θaµ =
∂L
∂e
µ
a
, which is strictly related to the energy–momentum tensor, while
the second equation is unchanged. Then the right hand side of (1.18) is proportional to the
energy momentum tensor Tµν = gρνe
ρ
aθ
a
µ.
2 General Relativity as a q–Gauge Theory
In this section we will show that the equivalence between Poincare´ gauge theory and Einstein
gravity can be extended to the case where the local invariance with respect to the Lie algebra
of ISO(3, 1) is replaced by local invariance with respect to the quantum Lie algebra associated
to the quantum Poincare´ group ISOq(3, 1).
Let us first recall the definition of a quantum Lie algebra and its connection to differential
calculus on quantum groups, as described in [7]. Starting from the definition of a quantum
group Gq as the non–commutative algebra of functions on the Lie group G, Gq ≡ Funq(G), a
bimodule of left (right) invariant forms for Gq is constructed, in the same way as the bimodule
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of left (right) invariant forms is constructed for classical Lie groups. Such a bimodule inherits
the non–commutative nature of the product in Funq(G),
Rabef N
e
cN
f
d = N
b
fN
a
e R
ef
cd , (2.19)
(N is an element of G in its defining representation, while R is the R–matrix, satisfying the
quantum Yang Baxter equation) so that the usual definition of exterior product for one–forms,
θi ∧ θj = θi ⊗ θj − θj ⊗ θi, is replaced on q–groups by
θi ∧ θj = θi ⊗ θj − Λijkl θk ⊗ θl (2.20)
where Λ is the braiding matrix. Following the analogy with the differential calculus on classical
Lie groups, the algebra of left invariant vector fields, which is dual to the algebra of left invariant
one-forms, can be obtained,∗ with q–commutation relations
TiTj − Λklij TkTl ≡ [Ti, Tj ]q = CkijTk . (2.21)
It is this algebra which is called the quantum Lie algebra. In the limit q → 1, Λklij → δkj δli and
Ti become the generators of the classical Lie algebra. C
k
ij are q-structure constants, which in
general are not antisymmetric in the lower two indices except in the limit q → 1. In order to
define a bicovariant calculus, the braiding matrix Λ and the structure constants have to satisfy
the following relations [2]:
ΛijklΛ
lm
sp Λ
ks
qu = Λ
jm
kl Λ
ik
qsΛ
sl
up (Yang Baxter equation) (2.22)
CrmiC
n
rj − ΛklijCrmkCnrl = CkijCnmk (q-Jacobi) (2.23)
ΛirmkΛ
ks
nlC
j
rs = Λ
ij
klC
k
mn , (2.24)
ΛjqriΛ
si
klC
r
ps + Λ
jq
piC
i
kl = C
j
isΛ
sq
rlΛ
ir
pk + C
q
rlΛ
jr
pk . (2.25)
The first condition is the quantum Yang Baxter equation; the second is the Jacobi identity for
the algebra (2.21), while the last equations are trivial in the limit q → 1.
Following [2], the gauge potential is assumed to be a q–Lie algebra valued one–form A ≡
AiµTidx
µ. In this approach the deformation occurs solely in the fiber and thus the Aiµ are taken
to be q–fields subject to nontrivial commutation relations. Space–time, instead, remains an
ordinary manifold so that dxµ are ordinary space–time differentials commuting with Aiµ. The
exterior product of one–forms on the space–time manifold is deformed in the same way as the
exterior product of invariant forms on the group manifold (2.20) and, for general groups, one
has:
Ai ∧Aj = −Zijkl Ak ∧Al ; (2.26)
where Z is a matrix of ordinary c−numbers which depends on the group. The undeformed case
obviously corresponds to the choice Zijkl = δ
i
lδ
j
k for any group. Deformed Chern Simons theories
∗In the same way we can introduce right invariant objects. Bicovariant differential calculus [8] requires that
left and right actions of the q–group on the bimodule commute.
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have been constructed only for minimal deformations [3], that is deformations satisfying Λ2 = 1;
moreover, only minimal deformations are known for the inhomogenous groups like ISO(3, 1)
which we are interested in [9]. In this case the matrix Z has a simple expression in terms of
the braiding matrix Λ:
Ai ∧Aj = −ΛijklAk ∧Al , (2.27)
The braiding matrix Λ will depend in general on a set of parameters qi and on r. The number
of independent parameters depends on the group. For ISOq(3, 1) there si only one parameter,
which we will indicate as q. The deformed gauge transformations are assumed to be of the
usual form
δǫA = −dǫ−Aǫ+ ǫA (2.28)
where ǫ ≡ ǫiTi. The gauge parameters ǫi are now q–numbers and are assumed to have the
following commutation rules with the gauge fields:
ǫiAj = ΛijmnA
mǫn . (2.29)
The commutation relations for Ai with dǫj and dAi with ǫj can be obtained by taking the
exterior derivative of the above equation and imposing that the terms containing dAi and ǫj
cancel separately. The field strength is defined in the usual way
F ≡ 1
2
Fµνdx
µdxν = dA+A2 , (2.30)
where A2 = AiAjTiTj. F is valued in the deformed Lie-algebra [2] and under a gauge trans-
formation (2.28) it transforms as:
δǫF = ǫF − Fǫ . (2.31)
Let us specialize now to the q–Poincare´ group. The group manifold is parameterized by a
Lorentz vector za and a Lorentz matrix ℓab so that (2.19) is replaced by
za ℓc
b = q∆(b) ℓc
b za , (2.32)
where
∆(1) = −1 , ∆(2) = ∆(3) = 0 , ∆(4) = 1 , (2.33)
and all other commutation relations are trivial. The Lorentz metric tensor is taken to be the
following off-diagonal matrix:
η =


1
1
1
1

 . (2.34)
Then the commutation relations (2.32) are consistent with the Lorentz constraints (1.1) due
to the identity
ηab = q
∆(a)+∆(b)ηab , (2.35)
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ISOq(3, 1) thus contains the undeformed Lorentz group. The braiding matrix, Λ, appearing
in (2.21) and (2.27) is given by
Λcd abab cd = 1 , Λ
b a
a b = q
∆(a)−∆(b) ,
Λa bcbc a = (Λ
bc a
a bc)
−1 = q∆(b)+∆(c) , (2.36)
with all other components vanishing. In terms of the Lorentz and translation generators, Mab
and Pa, the quantum Lie algebra (2.21) is expanded to
[Mab,Mcd] = ηacMbd− ηbcMad + ηbdMac − ηadMbc
[Mab, Pc]q∆(a)+∆(b) = −(ηbcPa − ηacPb)
[Pa, Pb]q∆(a)−∆(b) = 0 , (2.37)
where [α, β]s ≡ αβ − sβα. Eqs. (2.37) reduce to (1.2) for q = 1. For each value of q the
quantum Lie-algebra contains the undeformed Lorentz algebra.
Splitting the connection one–form into spin–connection, ω(x) = ωabµ (x)Mabdx
µ and vier-
bein one–form, e(x) = eaµ(x)Padx
µ , as in the undeformed case, and assuming the space–time
to be spanned by ordinary commutative coordinates, (2.27) implies
ωabµ ω
cd
ν = ω
cd
ν ω
ab
µ ,
eaµω
bc
ν = q
∆(b)+∆(c) ωbcν e
a
µ ,
eaµe
b
ν = q
∆(b)−∆(a) ebνe
a
µ . (2.38)
Splitting the gauge parameter ǫi into Lorentz and translation parameter, τ, ρ respectively, the
gauge transformations (2.28) become
δωab = dτab + ωac τ
cb − ωbc τ ca ,
δec = dρc + ωcb ρ
b − τ cb eb . (2.39)
From (2.29) we get the following commutation relations between gauge parameters and one–
forms
ρa ωbc = q∆(b)+∆(c) ωbc ρa
ρa eb = q∆(b)−∆(a) eb ρa
τab ec = q−∆(a)−∆(b) ec τab
τabωcd = ωcdτab . (2.40)
Finally the curvature and the torsion Rab and T a, have the usual expressions
Rab = dωab + ωac ∧ ωcb ,
T a = dea + ωab ∧ eb , (2.41)
though they obey non trivial braiding relations with the connection components, which can be
obtained by (2.38).
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Next we write down a locally Lorentz invariant action:
S = 1
4
∫
M
ǫabcdRab ∧ Ecd , (2.42)
where Ecd is the two–form
Ecd = −Edc = q−∆(d)ec ∧ ed , (2.43)
M is a four manifold and ǫabcd is the ordinary, totally antisymmetric tensor with ǫ1234 = 1.
The expression (2.42) differs from that of the undeformed case by the q−∆(d) factor. Note that
this factor can be written differently using the identity
q∆(a)+∆(b)+∆(c)+∆(d) ǫabcd = ǫabcd . (2.44)
As in the undeformed case, the action is invariant under the full set of local Poincare´ transfor-
mations (2.39), provided we impose the torsion to be zero upon making the variations.
The equations of motion obtained from varying the vierbeins have the usual form, i.e.
ǫabcdRab ∧ ec = 0 , (2.45)
while varying ωab gives
dE˜ab = ωacE˜bc − ωbcE˜ac , E˜ab ≡ ǫabcdEcd . (2.46)
Due to the antisymmetry of Ecd, we get the following expression in terms of the torsion form
(2.46)
ǫabcdT c ∧ ed q−∆(d) = 0 . (2.47)
We will show next that this equation implies zero torsion, provided inverse vierbeins exist.
This is necessary in order to recover Einstein’s gravity.
3 Recovering Einstein’s theory
We now prove that the metric formulation of the q-deformed Cartan theory of gravity discussed
above is completely equivalent to the undeformed Einstein’s theory, for all values of q.
To make a connection with Einstein gravity, we need to introduce the space-time metric gµν
on M . As in the undeformed case it has to be a bilinear in the vierbeins which is symmetric in
the space-time indices and invariant under local Lorentz transformations. These requirements
uniquely fix gµν to be
gµν = q
∆(a) ηab e
a
µe
b
ν , (3.48)
Using eqs.(2.38) we see that gµν is symmetric, although the tensor elements are not c-numbers
since
gµν ω
ab
ρ = q
2∆(a)+2∆(b) ωabρ gµν ,
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gµν e
a
ρ = q
2∆(a) eaρ gµν . (3.49)
The components of gµν do however commute with themselves.
The inverse eµa of the vierbeins e
a
µ can be defined if we enlarge our algebra by a new element
e−1 such that:
e−1eaµ = q
−4∆(a)eaµ e
−1 , (3.50)
e−1ωabµ = q
−4(∆(a)+∆(b))ωabµ e
−1 (3.51)
e−1e = 1 , (3.52)
where e is the determinant:
e = ǫµνρσe1µe
2
νe
3
ρe
4
σ . (3.53)
Eq.(3.52) is consistent because its left hand side commutes with everything, due to eqs.(3.51).
Moreover, one can check that e−1e = ee−1. The inverse of the vierbeins can now be written:
eµa =
1
3!
ǫˆabcdǫ
µνρσebνe
c
ρe
d
σe
−1 , (3.54)
where the totally q-antisymmetric tensor ǫˆabcd is defined such that
ǫˆabcde
a ∧ eb ∧ ec ∧ ed = e1 ∧ e2 ∧ e3 ∧ e4 no sum on a, b, c, d (3.55)
The solution to this equation can be expressed by
ǫˆabcd = q
3∆(a)+2∆(b)+∆(c)+3 ǫabcd . (3.56)
Notice also the following useful identity satisfied by the q-antisymmetric tensor ǫˆabcd obtained
by raising the indices of ǫˆabcd with the metric η
ab
q−6 ǫˆabcd e = −ǫµνλσeaµebνecλedσ . (3.57)
The explicit expression of ǫˆabcd can be seen to be:
ǫˆabcd = q−3∆(a)−2∆(b)−∆(c)+3 ǫabcd , (3.58)
where ǫabcd is the ordinary antisymmetric tensor obtained by raising the indices of ǫabcd with
the metric ηab. It is easy to prove that the inverse of the vierbeins (3.54) have the usual
properties:
eaµe
µ
b = e
µ
b e
a
µ = δ
a
b ,
eaµe
ν
a = e
ν
ae
a
µ = δ
ν
µ . (3.59)
By using the inverse of the vierbeins, we can now prove that eq.(2.47) implies the vanishing
of the torsion. To begin with, we introduce the components of the torsion two-form along the
vierbeins:
T abc ≡ q∆(b)T aµνeµb eνc ; (3.60)
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the power of q ensures that they are antisymmetric in the lower indices, T abc = −T acb. Now we
rewrite eq.(2.47) as:
0 = q−∆(d) ǫabcdǫ
λµνρT cµνedρ = q−∆(d)−∆(h) ǫabcdǫλµνρT cghegµehνedρ =
= −q∆(d)−∆(f)−3ǫabcdǫfghdT cgheλfe =
= 2q−∆(a)−∆(b)−∆(c)−3(q−∆(a)T cbceλa + q−∆(b)T ccaeλb + q−∆(c)T cabeλc ) e , (3.61)
where we have used the identity
q−∆(d)−∆(h)ǫλµνρegµe
h
νe
d
ρ = −q∆(d)−∆(f)−3ǫfghdeλfe , (3.62)
which follows from eqs.(3.57) and (3.58). Neglecting the overall factor of q−∆(a)−∆(b)−3e in
(3.61) and multiplying it on the right by edλ we finally get
q−∆(c)T cbc δda + q−∆(c)T cca δdb + q−∆(d)T dab = 0 . (3.63)
It is easy to verify that these equations imply the vanishing of all the T abc and thus of the
torsion.
The Christoffel symbols Γσµν are defined in the same way of the previous section, by de-
manding that the covariant derivative of the vierbeins vanishes,
Dµe
b
ν = 0 . (3.64)
The difference with the undeformed case is that we cannot switch the order of objects arbitrar-
ily. To eliminate the spin–connection from (1.11) we now multiply on the left by q∆(a)ηabe
a
ρ,
and proceed as in the undeformed case. We can then isolate Γσµν according to
2q∆(a)ηabe
a
ρe
b
σΓ
σ
µν = q
∆(a)ηab[e
a
ρ(∂µe
b
ν + ∂νe
b
µ) + e
a
ν(∂µe
b
ρ − ∂ρebµ) + eaµ(∂νebρ − ∂ρebν)] (3.65)
or
2gρσΓ
σ
µν = ∂µgρν + ∂νgρµ − ∂ρgνµ . (3.66)
To solve this equation we need the inverse of the metric gµν . The expression
gµν = q∆(a)ηabeµae
ν
b , (3.67)
does the job as it can be checked that
gµρgρν = gνρg
ρµ = δµν . (3.68)
Notice that unlike in the usual Einstein Cartan theory
gµνηabe
b
ν = q
∆(a)eµa . (3.69)
We are now able to solve eq.(3.66). Upon multiplying it by gτρ on each side, we get the usual
expression for the Christoffel symbols in terms of the metric tensor and its inverse. It may be
verified, using these expressions, that the Christoffel symbols commute with everything and
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thus, even if written in terms of non-commuting quantities, they can be interpreted as being
ordinary numbers.
The covariant derivative operator ∇µ defined by the Christoffel symbols is compatible with
the metric gµν , i.e. ∇µgνρ = 0. This is clear because our Christoffel symbols have the standard
expression in terms of the space-time metric gµν , but also follows from eq.(3.64)
∇µgνρ = Dµgνρ = Dµ(q∆(a)ηabeaνebρ) = 0 . (3.70)
We now construct the Riemann tensor. It is defined as in the undeformed theory:
R σµνρ vσ = (DµDν − DνDµ)vρ , (3.71)
where vµ is an ordinary co-vector. It follows from (3.64) that it has the standard expression in
terms of the Christoffel symbols (and thus in terms of the space-time metric and its inverse)
and therefore its components commute with everything. (This is also true for the Ricci tensor
Rµν = R
σ
µσν , of course, but not for Rµνρτ as the lowering of the upper index of the Riemann
tensor implies contraction with gστ which is not in the center of the algebra). The relation
among the Riemann tensor and the curvature of the spin connection follows from eq. (3.64):
eaσR
σ
µνρ v
ρ = eaσ(DνDµ − DµDν)vσ = (DνDµ −DµDν)eaσvσ = −Racµνηbcebσvσ , (3.72)
Rabµν being the space-time components of Rab. vµ being an arbitrary ordinary vector, it follows
from the above equation that:
R τµνρ = −Racµνηbcebρeτa . (3.73)
Using this equation it can be checked directly that the components of the Riemann tensor
commute with everything, as pointed out earlier. Our Riemann tensor has the usual symmetry
properties:
R σµνρ = −R σνµρ ,
Rµνρσ = −Rµνσρ ,
R σ[µνρ] = 0 . (3.74)
The first of these equations is obvious; the second can be proved starting from (3.73):
Rµνρσ = R
τ
µνρ gτσ = −Rabµνeρbeτagτσ =
= −q∆(a)Rabµνeρbeσa = −q∆(b)Rabµνeσaeρb = −Rµνσρ , (3.75)
where we have made use of (3.69). The third of eqs.(3.74) follows from the algebraic Bianchi
identity and from (3.73):
0 = −ǫλµνρRacµνηbcebρ = ǫλµνρRµνστeaτeσb ebρ = 6 ǫλµνρR τ[µνρ]eaτ . (3.76)
We now show that the action (2.42) becomes equal to the undeformed Einstein-Hilbert
action, once the spin connection is eliminated using its equations of motion, namely the zero
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torsion condition. As in the undeformed case, first we rewrite (2.42) in a form analogous to
Palatini’s action, and then show that the latter reduces to the undeformed Einstein-Hilbert
action, once the spin-connection is eliminated from it. Consider thus the following deformation
of the Palatini action:
S = 1
2
∫
M
d4x q∆(a)−3e eµae
ν
bRabµν . (3.77)
To see that it coincides with (2.42), we use the identity:
q∆(a)−∆(b)−6 ǫˆabcdeµae
ν
be = −ǫµνλσecλedσ . (3.78)
The result (3.77) then follows after multiplying both sides of this equation on the left by
−1/8 q−2∆(f)−∆(g)−3ǫˆfgcdRfgµν and using the identity
ǫˆfgcdǫˆ
abcd = −2q6 (δaf δbg − q∆(f)−∆(g)δag δbf ) ,
along with (3.56).
We now show that eq.(3.77) becomes in turn equal to the undeformed Einstein-Hilbert
action upon eliminating the spin connection via its equation of motion. This amounts to
expressing Rabµν in terms of the Riemann tensor by inverting eq.(3.73) and then plugging the
result in eq.(3.77). We have:
q∆(a)eµae
ν
bRabµν = −q∆(a)R τµνρ eµaeνb eaτebρ =
= −q∆(b)R µµνρ eνb ebρ = R µνµρ gνρ = R , (3.79)
where we have made use of (3.59). Moreover we get, after a cumbersome calculation:
g ≡ det ‖ gµν ‖= 1
4!
ǫµ1µ2µ3µ4ǫν1ν2ν3ν4gµ1ν1gµ2ν2gµ3ν3gµ4ν4 = q
−6 e2 , (3.80)
Putting together (3.79) and (3.80) we see that the q-Palatini action (3.77) becomes equal to:
S = 1
2
∫
M
d4x
√−g R , (3.81)
which is the undeformed Einstein-Hilbert action. Since the components of gµν and its inverse
all commute among themselves, it is clear that the equations of motion of the metric theory
will be equal to those of the undeformed Einstein’s theory in vacuum. One can obtain the
same result starting directly from eq.(2.45) and using (3.73).
4 Conclusions
From the results of the last section we may conclude that if we just consider the theory
constructed in terms of the space-time metric gµν , ignoring the underlying gauge formulation,
our theory is completely equivalent to Einstein’s theory. No trace of the non–commutative
structure existing in the gauge formulation of the theory can be found at the metric level.
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Though the metric itself is non–commutative, as it doesn’t commute with the connection
components, all the physical objects constructed out of it, e. g. the Christoffel symbols
together with the Riemann, Ricci and Einstein tensors, are c-number. Thus it appears that,
at the level of classical General Relativity we can choose whatever representative of the one
parameter family of q–gauge theories (not only the well known q = 1 theory) without changing
the physics we are describing. That is, we have discovered a non–commutative structure
in General Relativity which is hidden, even in the presence of matter, provided there are no
sources of torsion. The possible physical implications of such an hidden structure need however
further, careful investigation. We will report on these aspects in a forthcoming paper.
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